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INTRODUCTION
England-Thims & Miller, Inc. has been retained by Raydient Places + Properties, LLC. to conduct
a transportation impact analysis for the ENCPA Wildlight Preliminary Development Plan (PDP),
which is the second PDP located within the Employment Center Detailed Specific Area Plan
(DSAP). This PDP is proposed to consist of one parcel located on the north side of SR-200 and
west of US-17 in Nassau County, Florida within the East Nassau Community Planning Area
(ENCPA). The project location is shown on Figure 1. This transportation impact study quantifies
both the existing traffic conditions along area roadways surrounding the site and the projected
future traffic conditions expected for the buildout of the development plan. The purpose of this
study is to determine the point in time at which improvements already identified in the ENCPA
Mobility Network may be needed. This document provides a detailed description of the study
methodology, analysis, and key findings.

Project Description
The proposed Wildlight Preliminary Development Plan #2 is comprised of approximately 169
acres. Figure 1 depicts the project location. The proposed development consists of a single phase:
·

Buildout (2028): 1.5 million cumulative square feet of Industrial Park (LUC 130) and
20,000 cumulative square feet of Shopping Center (LUC 820)

The conceptual site plan is depicted as Figure 2. The development is anticipated to be completed
by 2028. The proposed project will be developed on presently vacant land. Old Yulee Road
currently passes through the northern portion of the site and will be replaced with a reconstructed
Still Quarters Road and serving as the east project access. The intersection with SR-200 will
serve as a right-in/right-out/left-out access for the industrial and retail development. Glover Lane
will also be upgraded to provide access to the residential property and proposed fire station but,
is not expected to serve traffic from the industrial or retail uses within the PDP and therefore was
not included in the intersection analysis. A second proposed access (Commerce Rail Drive), is
located approximately 600’ west of the existing Still Quarter Road and SR-200 intersection.
Commerce Rail Drive is proposed as a directional median opening (right-in/right-out/left-in)
providing access to the parcel. Commerce Rail Drive and Still Quarters Road will form a
quadrant intersection with SR-200 implementing the principles of the FDOT’s Intersection
Control Evaluation (ICE) requirements.
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Figure 1 – Location Map

3
Figure 2 – Conceptual Site Plan

Study Methodology
The purpose of this study is to determine if or at what point in time at which improvements to the
Mobility Network will be needed. In addition, the results of this study will be used to
recommend how the allocation of Mobility Fee funds should be used to best facilitate the
completion of the East Nassau Community Planning Area (ENCPA) Mobility Network
improvements. The focus of this study is to evaluate near-term operating conditions on the
roadways and intersections likely to be used for access to and from the site and the potential
transportation impacts on these roadways and intersections associated with the development of
this site.
The transportation impact analysis assesses traffic operating conditions during the morning and
afternoon peak hours for intersections within the study area, and daily traffic operating
conditions for roadways segments within the study area per the Transportation Impact Analysis
(TIA) Methodology document, which is contained in Appendix A. An exhibit of the ENCPA
Recommended Mobility Network can also be found in Appendix A.
To evaluate the potential traffic impacts of the proposed development, analyses of traffic
conditions at buildout of the development plan were conducted.

Analysis Area
Consistent with the ENCPA-approved methodology, the primary analysis area for this traffic
assessment includes all corridors and intersections within a one-mile radius of the project site.
The one-mile radius is required because the total daily project trips exceed 1,000 vehicles per
day (vpd). The analysis area for this project is shown in Figure 3. The regional roadways within
the study area are SR-200, US-17, and Pages Dairy Road. Mobility roadways within the study
area included the North/South Arterial. Major intersections within the study area include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

SR-200 and North/South Arterial West (Buildout)
SR-200 and North/South Arterial East (Buildout)
SR-200 and West Access
SR-200 and East Access
SR-200 and Pages Dairy Road
SR-200 and US-17
US-17 and Pages Dairy Road
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Figure 3 – Analysis Area
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Existing Roadway Network
SR-200 is an east-west minor arterial in Nassau County, connecting the rural community of
Callahan to the population centers of Fernandina Beach and Amelia Island to the east. SR-200
east of the site is a six-lane divided roadway adjacent to the site and is under the jurisdiction of
the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) – District 2. The segment west of the project
is in the process of being widening from a four-lane to a six-lane typical section.
US-17 is a principal arterial roadway that connects Central Florida to the south with the Atlantic
Seaboard to the north. US-17 serves as the eastern boundary for the Employment Center portion
of the DSAP. In the vicinity of SR-200, US-17 is a two-lane roadway south of Sowell Road and
north of Pages Dairy Road and a four-lane divided facility between Sowell Road and Pages
Dairy Road. US -17 is under the jurisdiction of FDOT – District 2. Both SR-200 and US-17 are
included in the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) as Connector Facilities.
Pages Dairy Road is an alternative east-west facility to SR-200. It is a two-lane undivided
roadway that connects SR-200 & US-17 to Chester Road to the east.

Programmed Improvements
SR-200 is currently being widened from four-lanes to six-lanes from I-95 to the project site and
is estimated to be completed in late 2020. The segment of SR-200 from the project site east to
the extent of the 1-mile study area was recently widened from four-lane to six-lane. The
committed project information can be found in Appendix B.
Upon initiating development of the proposed project, Old Yulee Road will be removed from the
transportation network at SR-200 and replaced with the reconstructed Still Quarters Road.

Existing Roadway Segment Analysis
To determine daily level of service, 3-day machine counts were obtained for SR-200, just west of
Old Yulee Road. Additionally, the latest available roadway volumes were collected from FDOT
Florida Traffic Online (2019). 2020 daily volumes and maximum service volumes were
determined from the FDOT Online District 2 LOS Tool and the 2020 Quality and Level of
Service Handbook. The maximum service volume for Pages Dairy Road was taken from the
Handbook for a 2-lane urban roadway operation as un-interrupted flow conditions. All volumes
were grown using growth rates identified in the TIA Methodology’s future growth section from
the count year. The 2020 weekday average annual daily traffic (AADT) roadway volume
network is presented in Figure 4. The existing roadway segment analysis is shown in Table 1.
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Existing Intersection Capacity Analysis
To identify current traffic conditions at major intersections within the analysis area, Peggy
Malone and Associates, Inc. collected four six-hour turning movement counts (TMCs) on
November 29, 2018 at the intersections of:
·
·
·

SR-200 at Pages Dairy Road
SR-200 at US-17
US-17 at Pages Dairy Road

Because it is proposed to be removed from the network as part of the initial construction, turning
movement counts were not collected at SR-200 and Old Yulee Road. Still Quarters Road was
also not counted, as turning movement volumes are expected to be negligible, serving as a
secondary access to four single family homes. The a.m. and p.m. peak hour intersection TMCs
were adjusted using a seasonal factor of 1.05. Percentage of heavy vehicles was determined
based on count data taken at the intersection of SR-200 & US-17. The volumes are depicted in
Figure 4. A copy of the collected data can be found in Appendix C.
The following intersections within the analysis area were analyzed:
·
·
·

SR-200 at Old Yulee Road
SR-200 at Pages Dairy Road
US-17 at Pages Dairy Road

Table 2 presents the intersection capacity analysis for existing conditions. The Synchro analysis
shows that all the intersections within the study area operate at an acceptable level of service
during both, a.m. and p.m. peak hours. Due to the volumes on the major street, the cross streets
at unsignalized intersections may experience some significant delays. Appendix D contains
printouts of the Synchro Capacity Analysis.
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FUTURE CONDITIONS
Background Traffic Growth
Traffic growth on area roadways is a function of the expected land development, economic
activity, changes to the transportation network, and changes in demographics. Background traffic
is the result of additional development and natural population growth within the vicinity of a
subject property. For this project, the background growth rates were assigned according to the
TIA Methodology document, which can be found in Appendix A of this report. In addition to
growth rates set forth in the methodology, trips from Wildlight PDP #3, as determined in the
Traffic Impact Analysis, were incorporated into the overall traffic for the turning movement
volumes. Appendix E contains the TIA for PDP #3.
For the study area roadway network, the background traffic volumes are the total of existing
traffic volumes, background traffic growth, and traffic from Wildlight PDP #1 and PDP #3. 2028
background turning movement volumes were determined using the described methodology and
are depicted in Figure 5.
The operation of the unsignalized intersections during 2028 background conditions is
represented in Table 3. All intersections, with the exception of US-17 and Pages Dairy Road,
and segments are expected to operate sufficiently under 2028 background conditions. Appendix
D contains printouts of the Synchro Capacity Analysis. The failure at this intersection is typical
of unsignalized intersection. It appears that the volumes at this intersection will meet the
requirements to warrant a traffic signal. If a traffic signal is installed, the Pages Dairy/US-17
intersection would operate at an acceptable level of service. Daily background traffic on the
various road segments was calculated by applying a 9% K factor to the turning movement
volumes shown in Figure 5. The 2028 background condition daily roadway volumes are
presented in Table 4.
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Project Trip Generation Estimates
The project traffic was estimated based on the trip generation rates and equations contained in
the 10th edition of the Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual and the 3rd
edition of the ITE Trip Generation Handbook. Table 5 present the gross daily vehicle trips
anticipated from the proposed development, while Table 6 illustrates the calculation of the gross
AM and PM Peak Hour trips. Table 7 depicts the calculations of the net new trip generation for
both the morning and afternoon peak hours. Appendix F contains a copy of the internal capture
matrix for the pm peak hour.
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Trip Distribution and Assignment
For this analysis, the trip distributions were developed using the Northeast Florida Regional
Planning Model (NERPM-AB 1v3) 2025 data set. Modifications to the model include the
addition of Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZs) to represent the subject project site and other
approved developments in the area including Wildlight PDP #3, as well as incorporation of land
use data for each of the TAZs. Land uses for the project site include industrial and retail uses.
Land uses for other proposed developments in the area consist of residential, shopping center and
office uses. Roadway network modifications include the incorporation of Wildlight Avenue,
Daydream Avenue, Floco Avenue, the North/South Arterial and the project accesses.
Additionally, Old Yulee Road was disconnected from SR-200 at the project site, as there is no
proposed connection in the site plan. The model runs incorporated the most recently proposed
access design of a right-in/right-out/left-out at East Access and a right-in/right-out/left-in at West
Access. A turn penalty was added at SR-200 and Dove Road as little to no traffic is expected to
use this road. A time penalty was added at SR-200 and Pages Dairy Road for the EBL and SBR
movements, to more accurately represent existing traffic patterns with the majority of vehicles
utilizing the intersection of SR-200 & US-17.
The model project traffic distribution for the TAZs in PDP # 2 and PDP #3 are documented in
Appendix G. Internal capture was applied to the site using rates established by the ITE Trip
Generation Handbook, 3rd Ed., the entering and exiting traffic for the industrial development as
“office” in the internal capture matrix. Pass-by traffic was accounted for with respect to the retail
development, utilizing rates established by ITE. Net new external and pass-by trips (included at
project accesses) are represented in a Figure 6.
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The site-generated traffic was added to the 2028 background weekday peak hour traffic volume
to establish the 2028 total peak hour traffic volumes. The 2028 total morning and afternoon peak
hour turn movement volumes at intersections are illustrated in Figure 7. Table 8 lists the major
intersections within the study area and their level of service at buildout of the Commerce Center
in 2028. The operation of the roadway segments within the impact area are listed in Table 9. All
major intersections within the study area are expected to operate at an acceptable level of service
at buildout of the project with the exception of the SR-200/US-17 intersection during the
afternoon peak and the Pages Dairy/US-17 intersection in both the morning and afternoon peak
periods. The optimization of the phasing and splits at the SR-200/US-17 intersection will allow it
to operate at an acceptable level of service. The Pages Dairy/US-17 intersection also fails under
background condition and the same improvement (signalization) would allow the intersection to
function acceptably. All roadway segments within the study area operate acceptably in 2028
with the exception of Pages Dairy Road, the roadway is not part ENCPA Mobility Network.
Appendix D contains printouts of the Synchro Capacity Analysis.
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Buildout Queue Analysis
In addition to the v/c ratios, delays, and the corresponding LOS, a queue analysis was performed
at the project entrances to determine the left turn lane length needed to accommodate the project
traffic into the project site. Results of this analysis are summarized in Table 10.

FDOT Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE)
As requested in a meeting with FDOT D2 on October 23, 2019, an Intersection Control
Evaluation (ICE) was performed to determine the optimal intersection arrangement for the site.
Capacity Analysis for Planning of Junctions (CAP-X) and Safety Performance of Intersection
Control Evaluations (SPICE) evaluations were also performed. A second meeting with FDOT,
resulted in an agreement that the ultimate access arrangement would guide exiting vehicles to the
easternmost signal (Still Quarters Road) and allowing vehicles turning left into the site west
access (Commerce Rail Avenue), follows the design profile of a Quadrant Roadway Intersection.

Signal Warrant Analysis
Based on the ITE trip generations estimates and NERPM-AB distributions, it is projected that
Signal Warrants 1-B, 2, and 3, Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume, Four-Hour Vehicular Volume and
Peak Hour, utilizing the 70% volume level criteria, will be met for the southbound left turning
movement at East Access after the development of 20,000 sf of retail and 300,000 sf of
industrial space. Additionally, a requirement for the development of this project is the donation
of a site for a new fire station. Nassau County’s Capital Improvement Program has funding for
this project in FY 2022. The Fire Marshal is requesting that the accesses be signalized, when the
station is open, either with an “emergency” signal or typical signal with preemption for the fire
station when the station becomes operational.
Discussions held with FDOT D2 on May 6, 2019 and October 12, 2020 resulted in the
agreement, that the developer would fund the signal at the East access (when warranted) and
when the West Access meets warrant for a traffic signal, the signal would be funded by FDOT.
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PHASED TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
The development of this site is not expected to trigger any improvements to the ENCPA
Mobility Network, as all roadway segments within the study area, with the exception of Pages
Dairy Road, are expected to operate at an acceptable level of service after the widening of SR200 is completed later this year. All major intersections, with the exception of the SR-200/US-17
and US-17/Pages Dairy Road intersections, are expected to operate at an overall LOS D or
better. Optimization of the phasing and timing of the SR-200/US-17 intersection will allow it to
operate at LOS D at buildout of the project. The westbound left at US-17 and Pages Dairy Road
intersection will fail both during the morning and afternoon peak as a stop-controlled intersection
under both background and buildout conditions. It appears that the traffic volumes at the
intersection will meet the requirements for a traffic signal and signal control of the intersection
will allow it to function at an acceptable level of service. This intersection fails with or without
the development of the Wildlight Preliminary Development Plan #2 and is not on the ENCPA
Mobility Network and is not the responsibility of the Developer.
Based on the results of this traffic impact analysis, the following improvements will be
constructed to best facilitate traffic flow within the immediate vicinity of the project site.
Improvements List
SR-200 intersection improvements
·

SR-200 Intersection @ Commerce Rail Avenue (West Access)
Prior to the approval of any building permits, the Developer may, at his option, commence
construction of Commerce Rail Avenue as a two-lane facility from SR-200 to Curiosity
Avenue Extension including a “Tee” intersection with SR-200 and Commerce Rail
Avenue. The configuration of the “Tee” intersection shall consist of a westbound right
turn lane and dual eastbound left turn lanes on SR-200 (one to be striped out until the
intersection is signalized) and two outbound (left and right turn) lanes on Commerce Rail
Avenue. When a traffic signal is warranted (based on the Uniform Manual on Traffic
Control Devices), a traffic signal shall be installed and placed into service and the second
left turn lane put into service. The Commerce Rail Avenue approach shall be re-striped as
to outbound right turn lanes.

·

SR-200 Intersection @ Still Quarters Road (“East Access”) and Glover Lane
(“Middle Access”)
When a traffic signal is warranted (based on the Uniform Manual on Traffic Control
Devices), or when the Fire Station comes online a traffic signal shall be installed and placed
into service and the second left turn lane put into service. When said traffic signal is
warranted as stated or when building permits have been issued within PDP#2 for uses
20

projected to generate more than 2,000 vehicles per day, whichever comes first, the
Developer will commence construction of improvements to Still Quarters Road (“East
Access”) and Glover Lane. Still Quarters Road will be improved as a two (2) lane facility
from SR-200 to Commerce Rail Avenue Extension including the intersection with SR-200.
The configuration of the intersection shall consist of a westbound right turn lane on SR200, dual southbound left turn lanes on Still Quarters Road (one to be striped out until the
intersection is signalized) and designed for a signal. Glover Lane will be improved to a
two (2) lane local road from SR-200 to Still Quarters Road including intersection
improvements consisting of a westbound right turn lane at the existing intersection of SR200 and Glover Lane, or as approved by FDOT. Traffic signal warrant analysis shall be
conducted whenever building permits for PDP#2 have been issued for an additional 5,000
SF of Retail, 50,000 SF of Industrial, but not longer than every eighteen months, until the
traffic signal is warranted, and installation efforts have commenced.
Curiosity Avenue Extension to Commerce Rail Avenue
Prior to the approval of any building permits, the Developer shall reserve, or cause to be
reserved, a maximum fifty (50)’ foot easement for the construction of a 22’ foot drive aisle
with a 10’ multiuse path from Commerce Rail Avenue to the PDP#2 boundary. The
reserved easement may be relocated and/or adjusted to accommodate separate trail and/or
drive aisle based on the final parcel site development.
When building permits have been issued within PDP#2 for uses which generate 4,000
vehicles per day (VPD), the Developer will construct (defined as approval of site
engineering plans) a two (2) lane local road from Commerce Rail Avenue to the PDP#2
boundary, provided that the developer acquires all applicable regulatory permits (e.g.
SJRWMD, ACOE, etc.) to build the roadway.

Note: Building permit project traffic will be estimated using the square footage from the building
permit and the trip rates/equations from the 10th edition of the ITE Trip General Manual for the
appropriate land uses codes.
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